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Adrenomedullin (AM) and proadrenomedullin N-terminal 20 peptide (PAMP) are two bioactive peptides derived from the

same precursor with several biological functions including vasodilation, angiogenesis, or anti-inflammation, among others.

AM and PAMP are widely expressed throughout the gastrointestinal (GI) tract where they behave as GI hormones,

regulating numerous physiological processes such as gastric emptying, gastric acid release, insulin secretion, bowel

movements, or intestinal barrier function. 
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1. Introduction

The digestive system is composed of the oral cavity, salivary glands, gastrointestinal (GI) tract, the liver, and the exocrine

pancreas. The principal functions of the GI tract are to digest and absorb ingested nutrients and to excrete waste products

of digestion ; but they are not limited to those. The GI tract is the key interface between ingested nutrients and the body,

and it plays a critical role in regulating energy homeostasis . Furthermore, recent findings have demonstrated that the

events that take place in the gut during early life contribute to the programming, shaping, and tuning of GI tract physiology,

the microbiome, and the immune system, having lifelong health consequences .

The GI tract can control and exert different actions in other organs thanks to multiple GI-derived signals including

peptides/hormones, bile acids, and biomolecules . In fact, the GI tract represents the largest endocrine organ in the

body thanks to enteroendocrine cells (EECs) harbored all along the gut. EECs are the primary sensors of changes that

take place in the GI tract, and they synthesize and release an array of peptides and hormones that act as autocrine,

paracrine, or endocrine regulators of digestive function, glucose homeostasis, and energy balance, among other functions

. Over 100 different peptides with hormonal activity are produced and released by EECs as well as neurons distributed

along the GI tract. GI peptides/hormones play an integral role in regulating the functions of the GI tract. In addition to their

regulatory effects on secretion, absorption, digestion, and gut motility, they also have a fundamental role in gut–brain

communication, particularly in the control of food intake and energy homeostasis . Several GI-derived peptides are also

synthesized within the brain, where they act as neuromodulators and/or neurotransmitters . In this context, another

important player has more recently emerged, the gut microbiota, whose interaction with GI hormones seems to have a

key role in the effects of diets and improving the treatment of some intestinal disorders . This adds a layer of

complexity in terms of characterizing the physiologic role of GI-derived peptides.

Adrenomedullin (AM) and proadrenomedullin N-terminal 20 peptide (PAMP) are two small active hormones derived from

the expression of a single gene (Adm) that is expressed throughout the GI tract, including the mucosal epithelium,

glandular duct cells, neuroendocrine cells, and smooth muscle cells of the GI tract, between the oral cavity and the rectum

. These two peptides coexist in GI cells, where they regulate many physiological functions including

vasodilation, angiogenesis, anti-inflammation, organ protection, and tissue repair. AM suppresses inflammatory cytokine

production in the intestinal mucosa, improves vascular and lymphatic function, mucosal epithelial repair, and intestinal

barrier function in animal models with intestinal inflammation . Different research groups have demonstrated

that AM has a protective role in many GI diseases, and its administration in rodents and humans ameliorates the severity

of different gut pathologies such as gastric ulcer  or inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) . Since AM is an

endogenous bioactive peptide, it has low immunogenicity and is considered relatively safe, so it is expected that novel

AM- and/or PAMP-derived treatments for GI pathologies may be developed in the coming years .

2. Adrenomedullin and Proadrenomedullin N-Terminal 20 Peptide

AM was initially discovered in 1993 by Kitamura et al.  when it was isolated from a human pheochromocytoma. AM was

initially studied as a peptide able to activate platelet adenylate cyclase and exert a long-lasting hypotensive effect , but
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it was later found to promote angiogenesis, organ protection, and anti-inflammatory immune activity .

2.1. Adrenomedullin and PAMP Biosynthesis and Structure

AM and PAMP are both coded by the Adm gene located in human chromosome 11p15.4 and in mouse chromosome 7.

This gene contains four exons and three introns, with TATA, CAAT, and GC boxes in the 5’-flanking region . The Adm
gene codes for a large precursor, preproAM, of 185 amino acids. PreproAM is converted into proAM after the cleaving of

the 21-residue signaling peptide. The enzymatic processing of proAM generates both mature AM (amino acids 95–146 of

preproAM) and PAMP (amino acids 22–41 of preproAM) . An interesting fact is that although both AM and PAMP are

produced by the same prohormone precursor, their expression may not coincide in the same cells due to the existence of

an alternative splicing mechanism .

Human AM is composed of 52 amino acids and has a ring structure consisting of six amino acids and a C-terminal amide

structure. Both structural features are essential for its biological activity. AM shares structural similarities with calcitonin

gene-related peptide (CGRP), amylin, and intermedin (also known as AM2) . Another common structural

characteristic of the members of the CGRP family is the presence of a central alpha helix. In the case of AM,

approximately one-third of its total length is occupied by this central helical region, which seems to be required for binding

to specific receptors and, thus, for exerting physiological functions . PAMP is also constituted by an alpha helix, which

is important not only for receptor recognition but also for some of its actions such as its antimicrobial activity .

AM is widely expressed throughout the blood vessels, heart, lungs, kidneys, central nervous system, and GI tract, among

others, and is highly concentrated in the adrenal medulla. PAMP has a shorter antihypertensive activity than AM and

cooperatively regulates blood circulation with AM .

AM synthesis and release are mostly regulated by oxidative stress, hypoxia, and inflammation-related molecules such as

lipopolysaccharide and pro-inflammatory cytokines, including TNFα and IL-6, which increase AM’s secretion rate .

2.2. Adrenomedullin and PAMP Receptors

The AM receptor consists of a complex of a seven transmembrane domain protein (calcitonin receptor-like receptor

(CLR)) and a single transmembrane domain protein (receptor activity modifying protein (RAMP)). After one of the RAMPs

bind to CLR in the endoplasmatic reticulum, the resulting complex is transported to the plasma membrane .

There are three different RAMP isoforms in the human genome: RAMP1, RAMP2, and RAMP3. The complex formed by

the union of CLR and RAMP1 functions as a receptor for the CGRP peptide . The CLR molecules that bind to RAMP2

or RAMP3 isoforms are core-glycosylated, and these are the complexes that work as AM receptors (AMR). CLR/RAMP2

is known as AMR , whereas CLR/RAMP3 is called AMR  . It has been established that amino acid 74 in RAMP2 and

RAMP3 is critical for their affinity for AM, while amino acid 93 in RAMP1 is mainly responsible for its affinity for CGRP .

RAMP2 is more abundantly expressed under physiological conditions. However, the balance between the expression of

RAMP2 and RAMP3 in a particular cell type can change, determining the degree of response to AM . Apparently, the

elevation in RAMP3 expression occurs as a mechanism to decrease AM’s responsiveness in those situations in which AM

levels are most elevated such as in pregnancy, sepsis, or heart failure .

Specific binding sites for AM have been described in almost all tissues and cell types, including heart, lung, liver, spleen,

skeletal muscle, kidney, GI tract, brain, or spinal cord, among others , providing the anatomical basis for the

involvement of AM in the physiology of all those organs.

PAMP differs in size and sequence from AM; thus, it has no affinity to the AMR complex CLR/RAMPs. Instead, the Mas-

related G protein-coupled receptor member X2 was proposed as the receptor for PAMP as well as for its endogenously

processed form, PAMP-12 (consisting of amino acids 9–20 of the PAMP’s mature form) . Some publications have

shown that the cytoskeleton can also function as a sort of intracellular receptor of PAMP (34). Physiological experiments

show that PAMP contributes to microtubule fluidity and increases kinesin speed .

Recent studies have proposed that atypical chemokine receptors (ACKRs) can also act as AM/PAMP receptors .

ACKRs are vital regulators of the spatiotemporal distribution of chemokines . ACKR3, formerly named CXCR7, is

expressed ubiquitously but is most abundantly present in different brain regions, adrenal glands, lymphatic and blood

vasculature, heart, and various subsets of immune cells . AM seems to be the only member of the CGRP peptide

superfamily that moderately activates ACKR3 . Remarkably, PAMP has an activity toward ACKR3 that is comparable to

AM. Furthermore, its truncated analog, PAMP-12, shows a greater potency toward ACKR3 than AM .
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2.3. Main Physiological Effects of Adrenomedullin and PAMP

AM/PAMP play a main role during mammalian embryonic development. Both peptides can be detected in the uterus, the

placenta, and several fetal tissues . Furthermore, AM is locally produced in the trophoblast binucleate cells of the

bovine placenta, where it may play a critical role regulating placenta vascularization during pregnancy, especially during

the transition of late gestational period . The generation of different knockout (KO) models for the Adm gene support

the idea that AM is intimately related with pregnancy and embryonic development. In KO mouse models where AM and

PAMP synthesis are suppressed, the null phenotype is embryonically lethal . The same results were observed when

AM receptors are suppressed; CLR  and RAMP2  embryos die in utero at mid-gestation due to severe deformation,

vascular fragility, severe edema, and hemorrhage . Surprisingly, no survival problems were observed when the

expression of RAMP3 was totally suppressed .

To circumvent the problem of embryo lethality, tissue-specific conditional KO models were generated to study the actions

exerted by AM/PAMP in adult organisms .

Systemic administration of AM reduces arterial blood pressure, decreases peripheral vascular resistance, and increases

heart rate and cardiac output . Although AM acts as a vasodilator when administered peripherally, it acts as a

vasoconstrictor when it is injected into the brain, probably acting through vascular nerve terminals . AM and PAMP are

also well known for being potent angiogenic peptides , they are necessary for maintaining the integrity of the

microvasculature  and promoting a faster healing of epithelial wounds .

Acting directly in the kidneys and through the hypothalamic–pituitary axis, AM is able to control renal function and regulate

body fluid volume . Interestingly, PAMP is expressed in the juxtaglomerular complex and co-secreted with renin, so

this small peptide may be also involved in fluid volume control .

AM also regulates the secretion of other hormones. Maybe the best described to date is the regulatory effect of AM on

blood glycemic levels via regulating insulin secretion. AM has been shown to reduce insulin secretion, and the use of a

blocking monoclonal antibody against AM was able to increase the insulin secretion rate five-fold . AM also regulates

ghrelin secretion in the mouse stomach through an indirect mechanism mediated by plasmatic glucose levels , as it has

been shown that low glucose induces ghrelin secretion from the stomach .

AM and its receptors are widely and abundantly expressed in the central nervous system . This small hormone is an

important neuroprotective agent against ischemic damage , increases preganglionic sympathetic discharges , and

regulates some properties of the blood–brain barrier . In addition, it has been described that AM may be able to

regulate some behavioral responses such as stress and nociception .

Recently, a total inducible KO model for AM using Cre/LoxP technology combined with an optimized form of reverse

tetracycline-controlled transactivator has been generated . This new model has allowed the deep characterization of

some of the already described actions for AM, and has led to the discovery of new ones, including its activity in bone

remodeling  or the regulation of gut microbiota [14.

3. Adrenomedullin/PAMP’s Roles in the Digestive System under
Physiological Conditions

AM and PAMP are widely expressed throughout the mucosal epithelium, glandular duct cells, neuroendocrine cells, and

smooth muscle cells of the GI tract, between the oral cavity and the rectum  (Figure 1). The wide distribution of AM and

PAMP in the GI tract suggests that both peptides regulate many digestive functions under physiological conditions.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the different locations where AM and PAMP are expressed throughout the GI tract.

3.1. Adrenomedullin Actions in the Oral Cavity

AM can be detected in the saliva, and it is secreted from oral keratinocytes and salivary glands . Salivary AM seems

to increase oral keratinocyte growth and to inhibit specific bacterial growth in the mouth in a dose-dependent manner .

Human oral keratinocytes resist bacterial infection, in part, by producing a broad-spectrum of antimicrobial peptides,

including AM, to provide a robust response against pathogens . Furthermore, microarray-profiling studies of dental

caries revealed that the Adm gene is upregulated in pulp disease , probably as a defensive mechanism.

3.2. Role of Adrenomedullin in Stomach Physiology

The expression sites of AM and its receptors in the stomach (especially abundant in the ECCs and chief cells of the

gastric fundus and in the base of the glandular epithelia in the pyloric mucosa ) suggest that AM may play a role

in regulating gastric functions in a paracrine manner.

AM was first described as a potent inhibitor of basal gastric acid secretion in 1997 . Further studies confirmed that AM

was extremely potent in inhibiting basal and bombesin-, histamine-, and 2-deoxy D-glucose-stimulated gastric acid

secretion . Further, ex vivo studies suggested that AM acts via intramural fundic neurons stimulating somatostatin and,

thus, inhibiting histamine and acid secretion in the stomach .

In addition to its actions on gastric acid release, AM is able to reduce total gastric juice volume and raise stomach pH

values . It has vasomotor effect on the gastric mucosa exerting a tight control of vascular function in physiological

circumstances .

AM also inhibits gastric emptying in a dose-dependent manner . This effect on gastric emptying may be related to a

direct action of this peptide on smooth muscle cells, an effect that has also been linked to the synthesis of prostaglandins

.
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3.3. Adrenomedullin and PAMP Actions in the Intestine

AM expression in the intestine seems to be species specific. In the rat, half of the AM-like immunoreactivity is detected in

the colon , while the ileum expresses the highest levels of preproAM among the small intestine . AM

immunostained cells can be localized in all intestine layers, intestinal nerves , and smooth muscle cells . However,

the major form of AM immunoreactivity in the colon corresponds with ECCs . In the porcine GI tract, duodenal AM

levels are about four to fourteen times higher than in other GI tissues, being more abundant in the mucosa and

submucosa . In human colonic mucosa, AM and PAMP immunostained cells are observed at a higher concentration in

the apical region of the epithelium .

The fact that GI visceral smooth muscle cells express AM  suggests that AM may be able to regulate the contractile

responses in the gut. This was proven in 2004, when AM elicited relaxation of the rat ileum in a concentration-dependent

manner, acting through β -adrenoreceptors . Furthermore, intravenously injected AM disrupts phase 3 of the migrating

motor complex (the cyclic motility pattern exhibited by the small intestine during fasting) in rat jejunum . The migrating

motor complex is regulated by a complex neuronal mechanism ; thus, AM control of the small-intestinal motility is

probably achieved by acting as a neurotransmitter. Moreover, AM is able to regulate colonic bowel movements ,

causing a dose-dependent persistent relaxation of the rat colonic smooth muscle by elevating cAMP levels .

AM and PAMP can regulate sugar absorption by the enterocytes . PAMP enhances sugar uptake, while AM inhibits the

absorption of α-methylglucoside. Both peptides regulate sugar absorption via the recruitment of the sodium glucose co-

transporter-1 (SGLT1) to the apical membrane . AM also actively regulates water and ion absorption and transport in

the colon . This has two important effects on ion transport: it decreases sodium absorption and enhances chloride

secretion . By altering ion flow, AM also modulates water absorption in the colon.

3.4. Role of Adrenomedullin in Pancreatic Physiology

In the pancreas, AM expression appears early in embryonic development. Specifically, AM immunoreactivity appears at

day 11.5 of embryonic development in the rat . At some point during development, all pancreatic cell types express AM,

but this evolves towards the adult pattern where AM is only express by the pancreatic polypeptide-producing F cells on

the periphery of pancreatic islets of Langerhans .

The early appearance of AM during embryonic development suggests an active role in the growth and morphogenesis of

the organ . However, the best known action of AM in the pancreas is the inhibition of insulin secretion, thus modulating

blood glucose levels . AM inhibits insulin secretion in a dose-dependent manner, increasing circulating glucose levels at

the same time, and a monoclonal antibody against AM is able to increase insulin release five-fold . The inhibition of

glucose-induced insulin secretion by AM was restored in the pancreatic β cells pretreating the cells with pertussis toxin,

suggesting that this effect could be mediated by G proteins  and an elevation of cAMP .

Recent studies have provided evidence that AM/PAMP are involved in the regulation of ghrelin levels . Ghrelin levels in

the blood of total KO mice were significantly higher than in the WT littermates . This may be a consequence of AM

regulation of insulin secretion in the pancreas. Animals lacking AM/PAMP have lower fasting basal glucose levels than WT

animals, and these differences are maintained through a glucose tolerance test . It has been shown that low glucose

induces ghrelin secretion from the stomach , so ghrelin regulation by AM/PAMP may be achieved through indirect

mechanisms involving glycemic levels.

AM is able to inhibit amylase secretion too, probably acting through a GTP-binding protein and reducing the calcium

sensitivity of the exocytotic machinery of the pancreatic acini , however, this mechanism is not yet fully understood.

3.5. Adrenomedullin/PAMP’s Impact on Microbiota Composition

Gut microbiota has emerged as a main regulator for many GI functions as well as a major player for maintaining a healthy

GI function ; thus, any hormone/peptide able to regulate microbiota composition may have an impact on GI

physiology.

AM and PAMP are found in mostly all epithelial surfaces and body secretions including saliva, sweat, milk, and urine 

; this suggests that both of them may play a role as antimicrobial peptides, contributing to host defense . This was

further confirmed by different studies using in vitro, in vivo, or clinical data.

Plasmatic and GI AM levels increase in many infectious diseases , especially in sepsis , suggesting a

protective role for this hormone.
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The antimicrobial activity of AM and PAMP was demonstrated in 1996  for the first time. These two peptides were able

to suppress the growth of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria in a concentration- and time-dependent manner 

.

AM shares many properties with other cationic antimicrobial peptides, including human β-defensin-2, and therefore may

share a similar antimicrobial mechanism of action . Ultrastructural studies have demonstrated that AM treatment

causes a cell-wall disruption in E. coli and an abnormal septum formation in S. aureus . This antimicrobial activity

seems to be related with the carboxy terminal fragment of AM .

In the case of PAMP, a conformational analysis revealed that its structure is compatible with a pore-forming mechanism

. Antimicrobial analysis using radial diffusion and outer membrane permeability assays showed that free-acid and

mature PAMP are very efficient in increasing outer membrane permeability in E. coli, in a similar way to polymyxin B 

thus confirming the suspected antimicrobial mechanism of action for PAMP.

The inducible total KO model for AM and PAMP has allowed the confirmation of the effects of eliminating the Adm gene on

gut microbiota in physiological conditions . Abrogation of the Adm gene in the whole body caused significant changes

in colonic microbiota: higher proportion of the Proteobacteria class and the Coriobacteriales order, and other families and

genera was observed in KO feces. Meanwhile, these mice had a lower proportion of beneficial bacteria such as

Lactobacillus gasseri and Bifidobacterium choerinum . All together, these data point to a beneficial effect of AM/PAMP

on GI tract health.
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